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Let x m -a be irreducible over a field F. We give a new proof of Darbi's formula for the degree of the splitting field of x m -a and investigate some of its properties. We give a more explicit formula in case the only roots of unity in F are ±1.
A formula for the degree of the splitting field of an irreducible binomial over a field F of characteristic 0 was given in 1926 in the following:
THEOREM (Darbi [1] In § 1 of this paper we give a new proof of this theorem which, with an appropriate interpretation of the symbols above, will also be valid when char F > 0. In § 2, with the aid of a theorem of Schinzel, we obtain some properties of the number k, defined as in (1) . Finally in § 3, we will express k explicitly as a function of a and m for a field F of characteristic 0 such that the only roots of unity in F are ± 1. 
We therefore assume, for the rest of this paper, that char F |m. To complete the proof we will use the following:
LEMMA {Norris and Velez, [5] ).
Let x m -a be irreducible over F with root a. Let n = max {I: I \ m and ζι e F(a)} and suppose K is a field such that F(ζ n ) QKQ F(a). If I = [F(a): K], then K
Proof. Proof. See [6] or [7] for a proof.
From this we obtain PROPOSITION , for some ceF. is equivalent to the condition -]/ceF(ζ 2 ι+ι P ), where P = Vι---V q -For F = Q, the latter is equivalent to τ/ceQ(ζ 2αp ), where α = min{3, I + 1}. For an arbitrary real field however, we cannot do as well. Indeed, given any integer q ^ 3, there exists an integer m with 2 g ||m, a real field F and ceF such that VΓeF(ζ tm ), 
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Galois group. Then x m -a is normal and, if p is a prime and p\m, then ζ p eF, that is, p(m)Qp(w m ). Moreover φ F (m)\m. (B) Let x m -a be irreducible and h, t γ defined as in (2) and (3). Then p(h)Qp(w h ) and
( i ) x -c (ii) x 2 -c, VcίF (iii) x* + c\ & Φ Ad\ deF (iv) x %h + c 2h~\ h^3,V2<£F
